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This nutshell not only addresses the fundamentals of U.S. international taxation, but it also offers
insight into tax planning considerations. Both the U.S. activities of foreign taxpayers, as well as the
foreign activities of U.S. taxpayers are explored. In the truly global economy in which we live, it is
crucial for those involved in business and investment activities to understand the tax consequences
that impact cross-border flows. Building on both academic and private sector careers, the author
has used his experience to distill the complexities of real-world tax considerations into a clearly
written, straight-forward presentation of the key international tax concepts, including the most recent
developments.
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A very helpful summary of key international tax concepts and rules. It is a much easier read than
some other tax supplements and includes illustrative examples. I found it a very helpful review
before my exam and will probably keep it around as a reference.

I bought this as a law school supplement.For that purpose, it's ok. It does give very good, in-depth
explanations of various topics. But I was hoping for something that would quickly distill international
tax into the essential concepts (like a Glannon supplement would do), and it failed to do that.
Somewhat wordy, and technical.But... it's tax law. We all knew the subject was going to be wordy
and technical. So, I can't fault the book too much for not being able to distill the Rube-Goldberg
machine that is international tax into a digestible format.Probably worth the investment if you're a

practitioner.

Helps alot as its more clear than the textbook and is recommended to go with it.

This book is a clasic in taxation issues
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